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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose, a novel DBSCAN method to cluster the gene expression data. The main problem of DBSCAN is 
its quadratic computational complexity. We resolve this drawback by using the prototypes produced from a squared error 
clustering method such as K-means. Then, the DBSCAN technique is applied efficiently using these prototypes. In our 
algorithm, during the iterations of DBSCAN, if a point from an uncovered prototype is assigned to a cluster, then all the 
other points of such prototype belongs to the same cluster. We have carried out excessive experiments on various two 
dimensional artificial and multi-dimensional biological data. The proposed technique is compared with few existing 
techniques. It is observed that proposed algorithm outperforms the existing methods. 
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1. Introduction 
The recent advances in biotechnology (Meagher, 2002) and bioinformatics (Searls, 2000) allow researchers 
to measure a large number of expression levels of genes collected over time under different conditions. It has 
been a problem for a long time to handle such large number of data patterns together. The experiments of an 
indispensable tool called Microarray (Ban-Dor et al., 1999) have made it possible to measure gene expression 
levels for thousand of genes simultaneously. The analysis of large data produced by these experiments 
facilitates potential insight into gene function and regulatory mechanisms (Ban-Dor et al., 1999). But it is not an 
easy task to analyze each and every entity of such enormous data individually. Clustering has been proved to 
work efficiently in this direction. Classification through clustering is the most common problem that often 
arises in various fields (Cai et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2012; Garibaldi et al., 2006). Clustering is a widely used 
knowledge discovery technique of data mining to expose the inherent structure of the given data which is useful 
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for further analysis. In other words, Clustering aggregates similar input patterns into distinct, mutually 
exclusive subsets referred to as clusters (Xiao et al., 2003). In case of genome clustering, we group the genes 
with similar changes in their expression into a separate cluster. Here, we assume that there is a mapping 
(unknown) that assigns a label to each of the genes and the objective of clustering is to tend to this mapping, i.e. 
to assign every gene to a group. In the last few decades, a significant amount of research has been carried out on 
clustering and a number of clustering algorithms (Li and Tian, 2007; Nakamura and Kehtarnavaz, 1998; 
Frossyniotis et al., 2004) have been developed. However, a special attention is paid for genome clustering 
because of the distinct characteristics of gene expression data.   
     Du et al., 2008 has proposed an algorithm called PK-means to cluster the GE data by combining both the K-
means and particle-pair optimizer (PPO) which is a variation of the particle swarm optimization (PSO).  
Barigov and Mardaneh, 2006 developed an incremental algorithm which is a new version of global K-means 
clustering for gene clustering. A genetic clustering algorithm named GAGR has been proposed to cluster the 
genome data using K-means (Chang et al., 2009). A semi-supervised clustering technique named GO Fuzzy has 
been proposed by Tari et al., 2009. Compared to the other clustering models, the density-based methods such as 
DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) have been extensively used for clustering large data such as microarray. Jiang et 
al., 2003 proposed a density-based hierarchical clustering called DHC for time series GE data. Bohm et al., 
2004 proposed a new density-based clustering method for GE type of data by extending the well-founded 
notion of density connected clusters. However, most of these methods do not meet all the requirements because 
of the diverse characteristics of the complex data such as microarray. Moreover, most of these methods have 
quadratic computational complexity. 
    Considering all these issues, we propose, here, a prototype based DBSCAN method which has low 
computational complexity. The proposed method is experimented on several artificial and biological data sets 
(UCIMLR, 2012; Du et al., 2008). The results are compared with few existing techniques namely, I-DBSCAN 
(Viswanath and Pinkesh, 2006), DBCAMM (Ren et al., 2012), VDBSCAN (Liu et al., 2007) and 
KFWDBSCAN (Huang and Bian, 2009).   
    The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate all the necessary terminologies. Then 
we describe the proposed algorithm in Section 3. Then Section 4 presents the detailed experimental analysis. 
Then Section 5 concludes the paper followed by some useful references.  
2. Terminologies 
2.1. DBSCAN 
    DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is one of the famous density based 
clustering technique (Ester et al., 1996) to cluster the data of arbitrary shapes. A cluster in this model is 
described as a linked region that exceeds a given density threshold (Bicici and Yuret, 2007). The functioning of 
DBSCAN is directed by two well known definitions, namely, density-reachability and density-connectability, 
which depend on two predefined parameter values of the DBSCAN clustering known as the size of the 
neighbourhood denoted by  and the minimum points in a cluster Nmin. In DBSCAN, we begin with a random 
point x and finds all the points which are density-reachable from x with respect to  and Nmin. If x is a core 
point, then the formation of a cluster is completed with respect to  and Nmin. It is obvious to note that no points 
are density-reachable from x when x is a border point in case of which DBSCAN begins with an unclassified 
point to repeat the same process. The two parameters  and Nmin direct the notion of DBSCAN and decide the 
quality of clusters.  These two parameters are used in a global way in the whole DBSCAN, i.e. the values of 
these parameters are stable for all the clusters. DBSCAN visits each point of the database, possibly multiple 
times. Usually all the DBSCAN methods have a time complexity of O (N 2).  
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2.2. Prototype 
We define a prototype p of the given set S as a representative point for a group of points of S. In the 
proposed method the prototypes are chosen from the K-means algorithm. This method generates a partition of 
the given data that aims to minimize the squared error. Since the K-means is used to produce the prototypes, its 
definition with respect to K-means is as follows. Let S = {X1, X2,  XN} is the given set of N data points where 
each point Xi = (xi,1, xi,2,  xi,d) Rd is of dimension d and K be the required number of clusters C1, C2 CK. 
Now the K-means is applied with K  (>K) number of desired clusters C1, C2,  CK . Then we consider the 
centroids c1, c2, , cK  of these clusters as the prototypes to represent the points of their corresponding clusters. 
In proposed method, we initially form K  number of prototypes where K  is assumed to be sufficiently larger 
than the number of clusters K which is unknown. Several prototype based methods are found in the literature. A 
multi prototype clustering algorithm is proposed by Liu et al., 2009. This method uses the prototypes produced 
from squared error clustering method. A major drawback of this method is that it requires the number of 
clusters a priori. A minimum spanning tree based prototype clustering algorithm has proposed by Luo et al., 
2010. This method exploits the prototypes produced by the MST using the split and merge scheme. However, 
this method involves four parameters which are difficult to estimate correctly in advance. The below Figs. 1(a-
d) shows 30, 20, 10 and 5 prototypes formed in the cluster-inside-cluster data.  
 
       
(a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c)                                                 (d) 
Fig. 1. Result of squared error clustering on cluster-inside-cluster data with number of prototypes (a) 30; (b) 20; (c) 10; (d) 5 
3. Proposed modified DBSCAN method 
     Given a set S of N data points, we first choose a number K  which is larger than the required number of 
clusters. We then apply any squared error clustering method (such as K-means) on the given data to form K  
number of subclusters, say, {P1, P2,  PK  }. The corresponding centroids {p1, p2,  pK } are chosen as the 
prototypes. Now, we apply the DBSCAN algorithm on the given data by avoiding the unnecessary distance 
computations with the help of prototypes produced by squared error clustering. The key feature of this method 
is as follows. If a point x of a prototype p is within the -neighbourhood of a point y of another prototype q, 
then all the points represented by both of these prototypes p and q belong to the same cluster. The main scheme 
of the proposed method is as follows. Initially, all the K  prototypes are marked as unclassified. We start 
randomly with a subcluster Pm represented by the prototype pm. Add the subcluster Pm to cluster Cj (j equals to 
1 initially) and mark its prototype pm as classified. Then, the Euclidean distances of all the points xi  Pm from 
pm are calculated. We now start with the point xi  Pm whose distance from pm is maximum and compute its -
neighborhood N  (S, xi). At this moment, distances from the point xi to all the prototypes (except pm) are 
calculated to apply the DBSCAN on the points whose prototype is closer to xi. This computation is needed to 
deal only with the points of closer prototypes and to skip the points of far prototypes. Assume, pn is the closer 
prototype of xi.  Then we find whether there is any point y  Pn such that y is directly density-reachable (see 
definition 4) from xi with respect to  and Nmin. If so, then add the whole subcluster Pn to Cj and mark pn as 
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classified. Now, we consider an unclassified prototype pr which is closer to the point xi to repeat the same 
process. On the other side, when no point of Pn is directly density-reachable from xi, then we can ignore xi since 
we have considered the prototypes with respect to xi in sorted order. After ignoring xi, we consider the next 
farthest point of Pm from its prototype pm and repeat the same process for t number of farthest points of Pm from 
pm. With this, the initially considered prototype Pm is exhausted. If any new subclusters are amalgamated to the 
cluster Cj during this iteration with respect to the subcluster Pm, then the same process is repeated for each of 
this newly merged subcluster to proceed further. The stage of complete formation of a cluster can be identified 
as follows. If at least one of the K  prototypes is unclassified and no points of any unclassified prototype are 
directly density-reachable from the points of any classified prototypes. In this case we increment the value of j 
by 1 and the points of next coming cluster are stored in Cj. The whole process is terminated when all the K  
prototypes are classified. Unlike other DBSCAN methods here the value of Nmin is fixed at 1. Because, if a 
point y of another prototype Pn is directly density-reachable from xi, all the other points of Pn and Pm belong to 
the same cluster. The algorithm is presented as follows.  
 
 
Algorithm MDBSCAN(S, t) 
 
Input: A set S of n data points and the number of clusters k;  Output: The set Ci of clusters 
Functions and variables used: 
t: Maximum number of points of any prototype to apply the DBSCAN. 
 : A neighborhood constant. 
Nmin : Limit of the minimum number of points for the DBSCAN. 
SE(S, K ):  A function to produce the K  (>K) subclusters {P1, P2,  PK  } using squared error clustering. 
P: A set to store the K  subclusters {P1, P2  PK  }. 
p: A set to store the K prototypes {p1,  p2,  pK  } which are the centroids of {P1, P2,  PK  }.  
Sort(xi): A function to sort the points xi.  
d(x,y): Euclidean distance between the points x and y.  
-nbhd(x): A function to find the -neighborhood of a point x.  
Directly density-reachable(x, , Nmin). 
Ck: Set of k clusters. /* initially empty */ 
i, j, k, l, count: Temporary variables /* k, l are 1 and count is 0 initially */, Templ: Temporary set. 
 
Step 1: Call squared error clustering function SE(S, K ) to find a set of K  subclusters {P1, P2,  PK  }. 
Step 2: Find the K  prototypes {p1,p2 pK  } as the centroids of {P1, P2,  PK  } 
Step 3: Mark all the prototypes p1, p2,  pK  as unclassified. 
Step 4: Randomly start with a subcluster Pm with an unclassified prototype pm. 
Step 5: Add Pm to Ck, i.e. Ck  Ck  Pm. Then mark pm as classified.  
Step 6: Calculate d(xi, pm)  xi  Pm and sort these distances in descending order using Sort(); 
Step 7: Start with a point xi  Pm whose distance from pm is maximum, count  count + 1; 
Step 8: Calculate d(xi, pj)  pj  p-{pm} and sort these distances in ascending order using  
Step 9: Find the closer unclassified prototype (say pn) to xi. 
Step 10: Find the -neighbourhood of xi by calling the function -nbhd(xi). 
Step 11: If there exists at least one point y  Pn such that y is directly density-reachable from xi with respect to 
 and Nmin, then  
                { 
                           Add the subcluster Pn to Ck and Templ.  
                           /* i.e. Templ  Templ  Pn; Ck   Ck  Pn */ 
                           Mark pn as classified. 
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                           count  count + 1; 
                           Repeat from Step 9 with next closer prototype to xi.  
                } 
                 Else     
                { 
                             If count < t, then  
                             
                                         Repeat from Step 7 with new xi (  Pm) value taken as the (count+1)th farthest point 
from pm.  
                             Else 
                             { 
                                          If (Templ  ) then  
                                          {  
                                                             l  l + 1; 
                                                             Repeat Steps 6 to 11 for every subcluster of Templ. 
                                           } 
                                           Else              
                                           {  
                                                             If all the K  prototypes are classified then go to Step 12; 
                                                             Else {  k  k + 1; 
                                                             Go to Step 4;  } 
                                           } 
                             } 
                } 
Step 12: Output Cq  q = k and Exit ( ); 
 
 
3.1 Time complexity  
     The initial phase of squared error clustering algorithm runs in O (K .N.T) time, where N is the number of 
points, K  is the number of subclusters and T is the number of iterations. As the K  value is fixed here, it 
requires O (N.T) time. Assume m is the maximum number of points for any K  subclusters. The distances from 
the points of all K  subclusters are computed with respect to only their prototypes (centroids) which require O 
(m.K ). All the points of K  subclusters are sorted with respect to their distances from the corresponding 
prototypes in O (K .m. log m) time. Then we have computed the distances from t number of points of all the 
subclusters to the K  prototypes. This is needed O (K .t2) computation time. The -neighbourhood is calculated 
for t number of points of all the K subclusters with respect to only their neighbouring subclusters (say q). The 
computation time for this task is O (K .t.q.m) time.  Here, all the values of K , m, t and q are very small 
compared to the given value of N. Therefore, The overall time complexity of the proposed method is maximum 
{O (N.T), O (K .t.q.m)}. Here the values of K , t, q and m are significantly small compared to N.  
4 Experimental analysis 
     We tested the proposed algorithm on various artificial and biological data sets using MATLAB. The 
experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo Processor machine with T9400 chipset, 2.53 GHz CPU 
and 4 GB RAM running on the platform Microsoft Windows Vista. In order to compare with our algorithm, we 
have implemented few existing techniques, namely, I-DBSCAN (Viswanath and Pinkesh, 2006), DBCAMM 
(Ren et al., 2012), VDBSCAN (Liu et al., 2007) and KFWDBSCAN (Huang and Bian, 2009). The results are 
as follows.  
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4.1 Results of artificial data 
 
     We have used the 6 artificial data namely, Two-spiral, Cluster-inside-cluster, 4-L, Half-kernel, Crescent-full 
moon and Outlier for the experimentation. Initially, the K-means is applied on all these data sets with the 
number of prototypes 25. The prototypes of all the above data are shown by Figs. 2(a), 2(c), 2(e), 2(g), 2(i) and 
2(k) respectively. The proposed method is experimented on all the above illustrated data sets. It has 
successfully produced desired clusters as shown in the figures 2(b), 2(d), 2(f), 2(h), 2(j) and 2(l) respectively.  
 
 
(a)                                                (b)                                              (c)                                              (d) 
    
(e)                                                 (f)                                              (g)                                              (h) 
   
(i)                                                 (j)                                                (k)                                                  (l) 
 
Fig. 2. (a),(c),(e),(g),(i),(k) prototypes of 2-spiral, cluster-inside-cluster, 4-L, half-kernel, crescent-full moon and outlier data;  
(b),(d),(f),(h),(j),(l) result of proposed method on 2-spiral, cluster-inside-cluster, 4-L, half-kernel, crescent-full moon and outlier data 
 
4.2 Results of biological data using error ratio 
 
     Here, we compare the results of 8 biological data sets (UCIMLR, 2012), namely, iris, wine, statlog heart, 
breast tissue, pima-Inida-diabetes, cloud, blood transfusion and yeast using the error rate proposed by Khan and 
Ahmed, 2004 as follows.  
 
)1(%100
objectsofnumberTotal
objectsiedmisclassifofNumber
ER
 
It can be seen that less value of ER indicates more quality. The comparison results of the proposed method with 
I-DBSCAN, DBCAMM, VDBSCAN and KFWDBSCAN using the error rate (ER) are shown in Table 1. It is 
easy to observe that the proposed method produces better results over the existing.  
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Table 1. Comparison results of eight biological data sets using the error rate (ER)  
                (A: I-DBSCAN, B: DBCAMM, C: VDBSCAN, D: KFWDBSCAN, E: proposed method) 
Data Size Misclassified Patterns 
 
    A             B          C            D             E 
ER 
 
       A            B            C            D          E 
Iris 150 12 14  21 19 5 8.0 9.3 14.0 12.6 3.3 
Wine 178 10 12 18 22 11 5.6 6.7 10.1 12.3 6.1 
St. Heart 270 44 27 31 29 13 16.2  10.0 11.4 10.7 4.8 
B. Tissue 106 23   5 12   9   2 21.6 4.7 11.3 8.4 1.8 
P.I. Diabetes 768    33 41 56 71 21 4.2 5.3 7.2 9.2 2.7 
Cloud 1024 47 35 76 58 17  4.5 3.4 7.4 5.6 1.6 
B. Transfusion  748 56 21 34 73 23  7.4 2.8 4.5 9.7 3.0 
Yeast 1484 24 19 26 55  8  1.6 1.2 1.7 3.7 0.5 
 
4.3 Results of gene expression data using runtime 
In this section, we consider four gene expression datasets for the experimentation, namely Yeast cell-cycle, 
Sporulation, Lymphoma/Leukemia and Diauxic (Du et al., 2008). Then the proposed and the existing methods 
are applied on these four gene expression data sets. It is obvious to note from the comparison results shown in 
Figs. 3 (a-d) that the proposed method has less computational time compared to the existing algorithms.  
 
   
      (a)                                                                                               (b) 
  
       (c)                                                                                            (d) 
Fig. 3. Run time comparison of the proposed MDBSCAN method with I-DBSCAN, DBCAMM, VDBSCAN and KFDBSCAN on the gene 
expression data sets, (a) Yeast cell-cycle; (b) Sporulation; (c) Lymphoma/Leukemia; (d) Diauxic 
 
5. Conclusion and future work 
 
     We have proposed a method to speed up the DBSCAN algorithm using the prototypes produced by the 
squared error clustering method. The proposed method is applied on various artificial and biological data. The 
results are compared with various existing techniques in terms of error rate and run time. All the comparison 
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results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed modified DBSCAN method over the existing methods. 
Our algorithm is insensitive to the selection of initial prototypes and it is able to produce the clusters of 
arbitrary shapes. However, if the number of clusters is large, it may not be easy to start with appropriate 
number of prototypes. If the  is chosen unusually, it affects the final clusters. Therefore, in future, we work in 
this direction of choosing the appropriate number of prototypes and automating the -value.   
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